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Codemill is a new freelance GitHub marketplace for developers If you have mad coding skills and you're after a way to earn a bit of money on the side, a new outfit called Codemill might be just the thing you're looking for.Describing itself as a marketplace for GitHub pull requests, Codemill is a clever way
for organisations to get issues in their code fixed for cold hard cash, rather than relying on the good nature of GitHub, and of course it's also a way for developers to profit from their abilities quickly and easily.It's all set up to be nice and straightforward for everyone to use. Clients can mark up their code
issues with a simple tag – codemill${price} – which also includes the price that they're willing to pay to get it sorted, and it then becomes a task in Codemill's system. Developers can then browse open tasks, or simply set up alerts for new tasks based on programming language and price.If you feel the
price for a job is too low, it's easy to negotiate If you find a job that's up your street then you can fork the repository and get to work, or if you think the price is a little low you can negotiate with the client first, through Codemill's system. Once you've forked the repository it's yours to work on alone; no-one
can undercut you if you've started work.When you're done, you send a pull request to complete the task, and if the client is happy with your work and merges it, you get paid via PayPal. Easy!Submit your pull request, and if it gets merged that's when you'll get paid Codemill also works with private
repositories, making it suitable for companies that are a little more sensitive about sharing their code. In this case developers simply have to request permission to access the repository, which also enables clients to vet developers in advance, rather than have the work snaffled by the first dev to come
along.It's early days for Codemill, but if it catches on it could be a win both for companies that need their code fixed quickly, and for freelance coders looking to monetise their abilities.Liked this? Read these! By rdragan on August 30, 2001 at 12:00 am This site may earn affiliate commissions from the
links on this page. Terms of use. Editor’s Note: The entire story below is from our 2001 story archives – even the “Updated” portion below. Updated: Since this article first appeared, Microsoft has released Beta 2 of Visual Studio.NET. Aswith any betasoftware, changes are inevitable. The new beta
required that we tweak our code,particularly with WindowsForms (formerly named WinForms). APIs have been moved around, package names have beenchanged (or dropped all together). Click here to see a list of these changes indetail. At least one of these changes (movingconversion functions to a
different class) parts ways with the way things are done withJava. Another change (using more precise control of content on-screen elements) mimicksthe precision of Java’s Swing alignment options. While minor changes are inevitable, it’sgood to remember that until the end of the year, when Visual
Studio.NET is released, C# isstill in beta. (Java has been around for 5 years.) The good news is that developers canexpect no more API changes in C# as this powerful tool edges closer to release. As ourtour of both languages suggests, Java and C# still have a lot in common, and developerswho know
both languages should be able to prosper in both camps. The U.S. Justice Department’s anti-trust case against Microsoft Corp. was not the only litigation faced by the Redmond giant over the past few years. The recently settled lawsuit over Java between Sun Microsystems Inc. and Microsoft may turn out
to be just as important in determining the way software developers write programs in the future. In fact, the new C# (or ‘C-sharp) language, part of the promising .NET platform due out in mid-2001, may be an indirect result of this lesser-known legal conundrum and Microsoft’s attempts to get around its
Java logjam in the courts.The details of Sun’s challenge to Microsoft seem pretty arcane. Part of the suit hinged on Microsoft’s extensions to Java as part of its Visual J++ compiler. For one thing, Microsoft added a few new keywords to the language (like delegates and multicast) ostensibly to simplify
event handling. As any Java developer will probably tell you, Sun’s solution to the problem of processing events isn’t very elegant and involves the rather baroque use of special inner classes.Other details of Sun’s lawsuit suggest typical Microsoft hubris, the kind of attitude that got Bill Gates in so much
trouble with Judge Penfield Jackson. Instead of implementing calls to native code via the official Sun method using the so-called Java Native Interface (JNI), Microsoft did things its own way under Windows and called it the Raw Native Interface (RNI).The failure of the Microsoft JVM to pass Sun’s
compliance tests was a big factor in the initial lawsuit. On January 24, 2001, this suit was settled according to the following terms: Microsoft agreed to pay $20 million, and both companies agreed to end Java licensing. The settlement document specifically mentions that Microsoft is prevented from
advancing its own version of Java beyond the pre-existing version 1.1.4 that is bundled in its Visual J++ tool, which is effectively ‘frozen in time’ as a result of this settlement.The end of this suit may be a welcome relief to both companies, and, of course, for the rest of us who have watched a lot of
coverage of Microsoft litigation during the past few years. Clearly, Microsoft was ready to give up its claims to use Java, and the reasons it let go become clearer when you realize its new .NET platform, along with the new C# is definitely ready to fill the gap with a Java-like syntax and even a lot of APIs
that look and feel like Java.Luckily, software developers are not lawyers. (If they were, they’d probably not get anything done, waiting around to see which technology pans out.) But even prior to this settlement, the impact of Sun’s lesser-known lawsuit was still being felt. In 1997, Microsoft had a leagueleading Java Virtual Machine (JVM).Back then, it routinely won performance benchmarks, like Ziff-Davis JMark 1.0, a series of tests I developed for PC Magazine Labs along with fellow contributor Larry Seltzer. Microsoft talked the talk when it came to Java. It was a better and more productive language,
(yada, yada). Visual J++ 6.0 looked to be a serious programming tool, which compared well to its rivals. Would Microsoft dominate the Java tool market like it had previously done with C++ and its popular Visual C++ tool?By last year, the landscape had changed radically, as Microsoft had all but been
frozen out of the Java tool market by its pending lawsuit, which precluded its ability to follow new Sun standards. In fact, Microsoft’s implementation of Java was frozen in time. (The terms of the lawsuit settlement make this official. Microsoft is permitted to use the earlier version of the 1.1.4 JVM until 2008
when the licensing will terminate.) Sun’s much more powerful Java 2 standard arrived in 1999, and due at least in part to the legal troubles over Java, Microsoft JVM was stuck in JDK 1.1 mode. The company denied rumors of the demise of Visual J++ in 1999, but no new Java product announcements
were in the works. It’s clear that without the possibility of new support for current Java standards, the Visual J++ tool will likely wither on the vine, though Microsoft assured us for this story that they would “guarantee a way forward” with current users of Visual J++.There are other reasons why Microsoft
would be reluctant to follow through its initial enthusiastic embrace of Java. In 1997, Java was more of a programming language than a run-time platform. Its aims were modest and Java posed no threat. (The default wizard in Visual J++ 1.0 generated a spinning animation inside a web page, hardly a rival
to Windows.) Since JDK v. 1.0, Sun has kept the Java language itself very consistent, but has vastly grown what you can do with the language on a platform that has grown to support more than 2,000 objects with 24,000+ APIs (which includes both properties and methods, though properties are
technically not considered calls) in the current Java 2 standard. Moreover, with the Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) released in 12/99, Sun defined a platform for the enterprise, based on middle-tier components and standards like Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs). Java was initially started as a means to
provide animated content within web pages, but it had grown from these humble roots to become a platform with enough firepower to take on the largest enterprise system. Sun’s Java standards have been embraced by every major vendor except Microsoft, and Java mindshare, if not market share, had
taken off.Meanwhile, Microsoft had articulated its own vision for the enterprise, its Distributed interNet Architecture (DNA), based on middle-tier COM/COM+ components. These components could be written in any COM-compliant language. In fact, Visual Basic has turned out to be the language of choice
here; it’s just too hard–and too expensive–to write COM components in C++. Instructables is a community for people who like to make things. Come explore, share, and make your next project with us!Instructables is a community for people who like to make things. Come explore, share, and make your
next project with us!Instructables is a community for people who like to make things. Come explore, share, and make your next project with us!Instructables is a community for people who like to make things. Come explore, share, and make your next project with us!Instructables is a community for people
who like to make things. Come explore, share, and make your next project with us!Instructables is a community for people who like to make things. Come explore, share, and make your next project with us! Google has released the source code for a technology that it hopes developers will use to embed
real-time video and voice chat functionality in their Web applications. Google acquired the technology, called WebRTC (Web Real Time Communication), when it purchased VoIP (Voice over IP) software developer Global IP Solutions in 2010, for approximately US$68.2 million. The company said it would
open source the technology early last month. WebRTC is a set of voice and video signal processing technologies, which can be accessed by developers through HTML tags and JavaScript APIs (application programming interfaces). Today, Internet audio and video chat services from companies such as
Skype are chiefly proprietary, accessible through plug-ins and client downloads. Last month, Microsoft agreed to purchase Skype for $8.5 billion. Google wants third-party developers to use the voice and video engines to create chat applications that can be run directly from within a browser. Global IP
Solutions has built WebRTC-based mobile clients for Android, Windows Mobile and the iPhone. Ericsson Labs built a videoconference prototype with the technology as well. The move to open source WebRTC echoes a similar move Google made when it acquired video compression provider On2
Technologies in 2010. Google subsequently released On2's VP8 video codec as open source to provide a royalty-free alternative to the widely used H.264 standard. Google is working with other browser developers, such as Mozilla and Opera, in hopes they will support the technology in their browsers.
The company is also participating in W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) and IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) projects for creating real-time communication Web standards. WebRTC is based on the W3C's Web Applications 1.0 API. The source code is available under a royalty-free BSD (Berkeley
Software Distribution)-style license. Google did not immediately respond to requests for comment.Joab Jackson covers enterprise software and general technology breaking news for The IDG News Service. Follow Joab on Twitter at @Joab_Jackson. Joab's e-mail address is Joab_Jackson@idg.com
Note: When you purchase something after clicking links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. elementary season 1 torrent magnet
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